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Central Organisation, ECHS
Adjutant General’s Branch
Integrated HQ of MoD (Army)
Thimayya Marg.
Near Gopinath Circle
Delhi Cantt - 110 010

DELAY IN HANDING OVER OF ECHS SMART CARD TO ECHS BENEFICIARIES


2. The procedure of dispatching the 54 Kb ECHS Cards by the Card making company and their distribution by respective station HQ’s was given vide a/m letter. As on 17 Jul 2019, the card making company has printed and dispatched 8,33,468 cards to various station HQ’s through respective Regional Centres. It is seen that only 4,11,948 cards have been physically handed over by the station HQ’s to the beneficiaries. This shows that the rate of distribution by most of the station HQ’s is very low. This has led to dissatisfaction amongst the ESM.

3. In view of the above, it is requested that suitable instruction be passed to Station HQ’s under your justification to handover cards on priority and clear the backlog.

(Rakesh Kakar)
Col (Retd)
Jt Dir (Stats & Automation)
for MD ECHS
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Director of Air Veterans
Subroto Park, New Delhi-10

Coast Guard Veterans Cell,
Coast Guard HQ’s New Delhi
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